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for the following sentences:  Choose the right answer Q1: 

 1- The most important equestrian competitions in the UAE is 

………………………. 

A- Endurance races  

B- Dubai international world cup  

C- Abu Dhabi races    

2- H.H Sheik……………………………reach a high level in the international 

Endurance competitions  

A- Zayed Bin sultan al Nahyan 

B- Khalifa Bin Zayed al Nahyan    

C- Mohamed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum 

3- H.H Sheik Zayed is one of the most important Emirati …………….., he 

learned horse riding in and early age. 

A-  Rider   

B- Manager   

C- Knights   
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4- ……………………is a little rooms built from palm fronds. 

A- Villas   

B- Tents  

C- Areesh   

5- The Emirati people built Areesh houses to match the weather conditions 

especially in …………………….  

A- Summer  

B- Winter  

C- Spring  

6- These narrow streets between buildings allowed air to pass through are 

called ……………….in the Emirati dialect. 

A- Ways  

B- Roads  

C- Sikak 

7- The front yards of the Emirati houses are called …………………….. 

A- Playground  

B- Housh   

C- Backyard   

8- ………………….is a kind of tower helps to bring the air inside the house. 

A- Al-Barjeel  

B- Space Needle 

C- CN tower   
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Q2:Read the passage and complete the following statements: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1-Narrow streets between old buildings are called ……sikak...in the 

Emirati dialect. 

2-The old Emirati people invented …Al-Barjeel..to adjust weather 

conditions in the past. 

 

Q3:Answer the following questions: 

1- How do you explain the UAE`s interest in Arab causes? 

The UAE participate and provide assistance to the needy 

countries specially the Arab countries such as: 

*Palestinian cause, UAE has never stopped providing financial 

support to the state of Palestine and also used its political 

pressure for the sake of peace for this cause. 

*Rebuilding the ancient ma`reb dam of yemen 

*rebuilding Iraq and in the cancellation of its 7 billion debts. 

 

 

Our ancestors were very keen on building houses that match the 

weather conditions. They also followed special local architecture. 

For social purposes the traditional buildings have fences and 

where very close to each other and were only separated by 

narrow streets (Sikak).These narrow streets between buildings 

allowed air to pass through buildings so the weather became 

cooler. They also had a creative air conditioning method using a 

special wind tower called AL-Barjeel. 
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2- What is the importance of having film festivals in the UAE? 

  

Having film festivals in the UAE will offer many specialists in 

movie industry a good chance to exchange ideas and thoughts. 

Also to connect the East with the West and aims to develop the 

film industry in the Emirates.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


